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My dear Railwaymen 

 During the first quarter of this financial year 2017-18, 
the safety performance of our Railway is not positive in 
reduction of accidents and unusual incidences. As many as 17 
accidents & unusual incidents have taken place on this Railway 
when compared to 10 in the previous financial year for the 
same period i.e., April to June which is on high. During the 
month of April, there were 4 derailments and one SPAD case.  
For the month of May, there was one fire incidence in diesel 
traction, 2 SPAD cases and 5 derailments. For the month of June, 
2017, there are 4 derailments. 
 

In regard to the safety performance of Divisions, 
accidents / unusual incidences in BZA Division – 5, GNT – 1, 
GTL – 3, HYB – 2, NED – 1 and SC – 5. In one of the yard 
collision in RDM station Siding (GDK), one Guard was killed. 
Two mid-section derailments that took place during this quarter 
(one in SC Division and another in HYB Division) were due to 
‘failure of other than Railway Staff’ i.e., the derailment of 
Passenger train AWB – HYB in SC Division between KCP -  
BHLK stations was due to ‘tampering of track by unknown 
persons’ and the derailment of Holiday Special near SVN station 
was due to ‘obstruction on railway track’. 
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Out of 17 accidents that took place during this quarter, 
11 cases are due to ‘human failures’ which is 65% and needs 
close monitoring the working of field Officials. 
 
 Another area of concern is increase in number of LC 
Gate ‘open’ cases in the face of approaching trains which are 8 
in the first quarter. Out of the 8 cases, HYB Division contributed 
for 5 cases, 2 in GTL Division and one in SC Division.  
 
 It is necessary to introspect our safety performance and 
take corrective steps for prevention of ‘human failures’ and 
contribute for enhancement in safety performance of the zone. I 
hope that this booklet which contains important RB letters that 
are helpful in updating the knowledge of all field Officials, 
contribute for understanding the details of accidents, test your 
knowledge with key, statistics etc., 
 
   

                                                  (D.K. SINGH) 
                                                                 CHIEF SAFETY OFFICER                                                
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Sub:  Monsoon Precautions. 
Ref: RB letter No.2016/CE-II/Safety/Precautions dated 

16.05.2017. 
 

Monsoon is about to set in most parts of the country. 
Railways must have made arrangements in regard to necessary 
precautions as prescribed in chapter VII-Part-B – ‘Pre – 
Monsoon Precautionary Measures’ of IRPWM which inter-alia 
include patrolling of track and vulnerable Bridges, availability of 
reserve materials for restoration, relief girders and other 
necessary equipment, Inspection of Railway Affecting works & 
Weather Warning and action to be taken. Some of the activities 
to subject are mentioned below; 

(i) All catch water drains and side drains must be cleared of silt, 
vegetation and other obstructions to ensure free flow and 
quick drainage of storm water. 

(ii) Water shall not be allowed to stagnate on the track. For this 
purpose, cross drains should be provided at regular intervals. 
In yards, cross drains and longitudinal drains should be 
cleared / provided to proper grades. 

Section “A” KNOWLEDGE 

Extracts of Railway Board letters 
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(iii) In hilly areas, where there is incidence of falling boulders, a 
survey should be carried out to locate loose boulders. Such 
loose boulders should be dropped in a systematic manner. 

(iv) Vulnerable locations/kilometerages should be received jointly 
by Assistant Engineers and Divisional Engineers on the basis 
of past history and pre-monsoon inspections and the register 
of vulnerable locations should be brought up-to –date. 

(v) Arrangement should be made with the concerned 
Metrological Centre for receipt of bad weather warnings. The 
Permanent Way Inspectors on receipt of weather /cyclone 
warning should arrange to advise monsoon patrolmen/ 
watchmen and gang matters to be extra vigilant. 

(vi) Zonal Railways may issue instructions in the form of joint 
circular to suit local requirements about weather warning 
and action to be taken by different officials. 

(vii) As per Para 1001(3) of IRPWM, in the event of abnormal 
rainfall or storm during day or night, the Mate should on his 
own should initiative organize patrolling over the length 
effected, independently of other patrolling, if any being done. 
As per Chapter-I “Part-B”- it is the duty of the Permanent 
Way officials/Men that tress I proximity to the likely to foul 
the track during a storm should be felled (Para 125 of 
IRPWM).   
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(viii) Drainage of track is very vital for its satisfactory 
behavior. The drainage in station yards, most of which are 
track circuited, is of paramount importance not only from the 
track maintenance point of view but also from safety and 
operation points of views, Para 240 & 279 of IRPWM clearly 
stipulates about proper drainage in station yards and track 
circuited areas. 

(ix)  ADEN/DEN should inspect section during monsoon by foot 
plate, motor trolley etc., 

(x) Sr.DEN/DEN/AEN should also inspect locations affected by 
excessive flow of rain water to get first hand information on 
the causes and suggesting solutions to prevent such 
occurrence in future. 

 
Railways shall ensure strict compliance and confirm the action 
taken on the above provisions contained in IRPWM. 

                                                                   (Vipul Kumar) 
                                                   ED / Civil Engineering (P)  
                                                                    
Sub: Tenth report of RCC (214) on ‘Scrap Disposal  System in 

Indian Railways’ - regarding. 
Ref: No.2016/Safety (A&R)/1/5 dated 17.05.2017. 
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While considering recommendation of the Tenth Report 
of the Railway Convention Committee (2014) on ‘Scrap Disposal 
System in Indian Railways’, this office has obtained comments of 
Chief Commissioner of Railway Safety (CCRS), LKO under the 
Ministry of Civil Aviation on the above subject. 

In his reply, the Dy.CRS(G),Commission of Railway 
Safety, LKO under the Ministry of Civil Aviation vide its O.M. 
dated 09.05.2015(copy enclosed ) have advised as under: 

‘In all cases the inquiry is completed within 6 months. 
On most occasions clearance also can be given by the concerned 
CRSs for disposal of accident damaged Rolling Stock on 
completion of measurements etc. Railways may make specific 
reference and obtain clearance’. 

This is for information and necessary action please. 
                                                   (Vinod Kumar) 
                                                    Advisor Safety 

 
Sub: Check sheet for monitoring of post accident activities. 
Ref: No.2017/Safety (DM)/Misc. dated17.05.2017. 

 
Railway Board has prepared a check sheet for 

monitoring of post accident activities and it was found very 
useful as it gives a bird’s eye view of the train details, site 
conditions, status of relief trains, status of movement of officers, 
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status of relief and rescue operations etc., on a single sheet. The 
check is in excel format and is being uploaded in SMDMS. It is 
suggested that Zonal Railways may collect details in similar 
check sheet at Head Quarters and Divisional Disaster 
Management control rooms so that post accident activities can 
be managed effectively. 

                                                     (Vinod Kumar) 
                                                      Advisor Safety 

 
Sub: Monitoring of deficiencies noticed by Safety Officers 

during inspections. 
Ref:  (1) RB letter No. 96/Safety-I/27/1/Vol. II dated       
                  17.02.2017. 

(2) RB letter No.2017 / Safety (DM)19/2/inspection dated 
30.03.2017. 
 
Safety Organization at the Divisional and Zonal Level is 

expected to monitor implementation of directives issued by 
Board in matters pertaining to safety, carry out Super checks of 
the functioning of various machinery on the Railway. The role is 
of an auditor and a Watch Dog, Safety Organization is expected 
to bring out short comings to the Divisional and Zonal 
administration so as to bring improvement in the system of 
working thus enhancing safety.  
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Railway Board issued detailed guidelines for inspection 
by Safety Officers at the Divisional and Head Quarters levels 
vide board letter under reference 1. These instructions were 
issued in order to standardize and bring uniformity in the scale 
of inspections and area of inspections. 

 
For effective monitoring of the deficiencies an 

application known as Inspection Management Module has been 
developed as a part of Safety Information Management System. 
Detailed guidelines for reporting of deficiencies through this 
module were advised to Zonal Railways vide letter under 
reference 2. This module was with an idea to capture major 
deficiencies in the working of Railways and thus identifying the 
health of the Railway. For systematic reporting of deficiencies, in 
each department sub-categories were created and it is expected 
and it is expected that Zonal Railway report one major 
deficiency in each sub-category in a month. 

 
Railway Board is closely monitoring the deficiencies 

reported and action taken on them by the Zonal Railways, Zonal 
Railways are expected to establish a similar monitoring 
mechanism at both Head Quarters and Divisional level, major 
deficiencies may also be discussed during safety review 
meetings. 
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It is requested that proper and quality reporting of 

deficiencies and monitoring the compliance of the same may 
please be ensured and reviewed periodically. All concerned 
departments may also be advised to ensure submitting of timely 
compliance in Safety department so that corrective action is 
updated in the module.    

                                                             (Vinod Kumar) 
                                                   Advisor Safety 

 
Sub:  Safety Guidelines for transporting Hazardous Chemicals 

by Rail. 
Ref:  RB letter No. dated 21.01.2017. 

 
National Disaster Management Authority had issued 

guidelines on Chemical Disasters in April 2007. Based on these 
guidelines Railway Board had prepared guidelines on chemical 
disasters and circulated to Zonal Railways vide letter No.2008 / 
Safety(DM) / Che./6/3/Pt. dated 21.01.2009. Zonal Railways 
were also advised to take appropriate action for expeditious 
implementation of these guidelines with specific instructions for 
incorporation of prepared guidelines in Head Quarters and 
Divisional DM Plans. 
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Paragraph 5 of these guidelines provides actions to be 
taken by the Zonal Railways for rescue, relief and restoration 
operations. As per this paragraph Zonal Railways are expected 
to develop and nurture coordination with agencies and 
organization on their system who has expertise in dealing with 
the hazardous material being handled and transported on the 
respective Zonal Railways. Contact details of such agencies 
should also be made available in the Divisional and Zonal 
Railway Disaster Management Plans so that these agencies can 
be called for assistance in an untoward incident. 

 
Indian Railways handles different types of chemicals 

however the chemicals handled in a particular Zone is different 
from other Zones. It is pertinent to mention that 
consigner/consignee of HAZCHEM will be aware of the safety 
precautions to be taken in handling that chemical and DOs and 
DON’T’s while handling/transportation of that chemical. So, 
Zonal Railways are expected of prepare SOPs and train staff and 
equip them for dealing in chemical disasters. 

 
It has come to the notice of the Board that some Zonal 

Railways have not prepared above guidelines. Zonal Railways 
are hereby advised to consult the industries moving hazardous 
chemical over your railway and prepare suitable guidelines. It 
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may also be ensured that those guidelines are implemented and 
incorporated in the Zonal/Divisional Disaster Management 
Plans.  

                                                      (Vinod Kumar) 
                                                       Advisor Safety 

 
Sub: Asset Failure on Zonal Railways. 
Ref: No.2009/Safety (DM) / Eq.Failure / 6 dated 4.05.2017. 
 On comparison of the Asset failure position of the Zonal 
Railways for the year 2016-17 with the position of 2015-16, it 
is observed that on some of the Zonal Railways there is an 
upward trend. The details are tabulated below: 
Type of Failure Railways in which position in 

2016-17 has deteriorated when 
compared to previous year 

Rail Failures CR, E.Co.R, NR, NFR, NWR & SWR. 
Rail Weld Failures ER, ECR, E.CoR, NCR, ,NFR,SCR,SECR 

& SWR. 

W
ag

on
 Detachment ECR, E.Co.R, NR, NFR, NWR & SECR 

Poor Brake 
Power 

CR & NR 

Coach Detachment E.Co.R, NER, NFR, NWR, WR &WCR 
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 It is a matter of concern that there is an increase in the 
incidents of equipment failures. These cases should be adjusted 
to identify the root cause and Zonal Railways shall initiate 
corrective action. Action taken particulars may be advised to 
Railway Board. 

                                                               (Vinod Kumar) 
                                                     Advisor Safety 

 
Sub: Elimination of provision of “OFF” side Points man to 

watch trains “passing through a station vide SR 4.17(3). 
Ref: No.2017/Safety (A&R)/19/6 dated 18.04.2017. 
 
One of the Zonal Railways has proposed as under: 
“Unusual like hot axle, hanging part, fire in train, load shifting 
etc are observed by the Station Master at Station, Cabin man in 
the station section and gateman in the station limit/block section. 
The average distance between two block stations on this railway 
is less than 10 KMs and average number of manned LCs are 2 in 
each block section. The average physical locations of SM’s 
Office, Cabin and LC gates enables the on-duty staff to watch all 
‘passing through trains’ clearly as Station, Cabin and Manned 
LCs are located at an average separating them. Improvements in 
rolling stocks like Air Brake system and roller bearings have 
considerably reduced the unusual occurrence in passing trains 
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due to intensive maintenances. Hence, the deployment of Points 
man on ‘OFF’ side at stationery position does not appear to be 
very fruitful for watching the ‘Trains passing through’ a station. 
Reporting of any unusual by ‘OFF’ side Points man in the past 
are negligible on WR. 
  

Zonal Railways are requested to send their views on the 
above proposal before it is taken up for consideration by 
Railway Board. 
                                                                            (Asish Kumar) 
                                                               Director (Safety) 
 
Sub:  Booking of Crew as per rule to Crew Management  

System. 
Ref:  RB Letter of dated 13.07.2016 and 01.12.2016. 

 
RB vide letter under reference expressed its concern 

regarding not booking Crew using ‘Fetching Crew as per rule’ 
option in the Crew Management System which checks that crew 
is not due for PME, not due for Refresher Course, having road 
learning, having competency to work locomotive, clear of rest 
etc. A report of booking of Crew for the period of 01.05.2017 to 
31.05.2017is enclosed. 
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Even though some of the Zonal Railways have shown 
improvement in booking Crew as per rule, except over South 
Central Railway, North Central Railway and North Western 
Railway, in other railways the percentage of booking as per rule 
is far from satisfactory. In Eastern Railway only 35.45%, East 
Central Railway49.15% crews are booked as per rule in this 
period. 

Board desires that Zonal Railways should make all efforts 
to book crew as per rule. Action taken particulars in this regard 
may please be appraised to Board. 

                                                        (Vinod Kumar) 
                                                         Advisor Safety 

  
Sub: Conducting of Mock Drills. 
Ref:  RB letter of even dated 09.03.2017. 
   

Detailed instructions were issued to Zonal Railways for 
conducting of mock drills of ART/MRV and full scale Disaster 
Management exercises vide letter under reference. 
  

In the recent mock drills over Zonal Railways, Board has 
observed that initial messages of the accident was about 
involvement of Passenger Carrying train. This is causing 
confusion /panic situation and bad publicity in electronic and 
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social media. In view of the above, Zonal Railways are advised to 
avoid situation passenger train derailment as a mock drill. All 
concerned may please be advised. 

                                                   (Vinod Kumar) 
                                                    Advisor Safety 

 
Sub: Derailment of T.No.79310 at Indore Station on
 14.05.2017. 
Ref: No.2017/Safety (DM)/7/25 dated 08.06.2017. 

 
On 14.05.2017 Driving Power Car No. 16018 of 

T.No.79310 had derailed on Point Number 129 of Indore 
Station. SAG level Enquiry Committee report indicates that the 
Loco Pilot (Goods) Sri. Ajay Upadhayay is directly responsible for 
the derailment as he has started has train without ensuring 
clearing of signals for that line thus causing a SPAD. 

 
In the Enquiry it was also brought out concerned Loco 

Pilot has failed in Aptitude Test Twice, however he was allowed 
to work as a Motorman in DEMU in violation of RB guidelines 
issued  vide Lr. No. E/(NG)I/2002/PM1/21 dated 22.08.2003. 

 
Enquiry Committee has held Loco Pilot, Guard and Signal 

Sighting Committee responsible for the derailment, however the 
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controlling officials of the Loco Pilot who booked him to work as 
Motorman in violation of Railway Board Guidelines were not 
held responsible. Western Railway may review the inquiry 
report and controlling officials also should be made accountable 
for their lapses in implementation of Railway Board safety 
guidelines. Also, a quick review may be made regarding 
adherence to the Railway Board instructions and corrective 
action to be taken with immediate effect. Action taken in this 
regard may please be advised to Railway Board at the earliest. 

                                                                (Vinod Kumar) 
                                                       Advisor Safety                          

 
******* 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Head Quarters Office 
Works Branch 
Secunderabad 

No.W.T.5/Safety/Vol.IX.                                   Date: 08.07.2017. 

Sub: Precautions to be taken while unloading Ballast- regarding. 
Ref: ESO No.57and IRPWM Para No.269. 

Section “B”  

Some important instructions – Ballast 

unloading related 
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There have been few cases of derailment of hopper wagons 
during or after unloading of ballast. While unloading ballast hopper 
wagons in traffic bock in one of the Divisions in this Railway, the 
doors on one side of wagon did not open and therefore the ballast was 
unloaded from only one side, resulting in uneven load of ballast in 
hopper.. While clearing the ballast rake on to the loop line after the 
block, the unevenly loaded BOBYN while negotiating turnout, 
derailed. 

Accident of ballast train occur primarily due to the following 
three reasons: 
1) Obstruction on track with excessive unloading of ballast. 
2) Jamming of flange way between the running rail and check rail at 

the location like Points and Crossings, Level Crossings. 
3) Partial unloading of wagons leading to uneven loading. 

Derailment on account of above reasons can be avoided with the 
alertness of staff during and after unloading of ballast. 
Hence, following precautions shall be taken from ballast depot to 
unloading of ballast. 
(a) At Ballast Depot: 

i) At ballast sidings. all the unloading gears should be lubricated 
before loading so as to ensure smooth opening and closing of 
doors of hopper wagons at the time of unloading. 

ii) Wagons with the defective doors should not be allowed for 
loading the ballast and intimation to be given to TXR of the 
examination depot and ASM/Goods Clerk of the loading station 
for certification. An empty wagon shall not be allowed in the 
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loaded rake between two loaded wagons and these should be 
detached at the depot itself. 

iii) Ensure that the safety equipment and first aid boxes are 
available with P. Way Official in-charge in good working order 
and updated condition. 

iv) Sr.DEN/DEN/ADEN must counsel the P. Way staff responsible 
for loading/unloading of ballast hopper wagons. As far as 
possible, experienced trackmen to be deputed. 

v) In case ballast is being unloaded by contractual agency, ensure 
that contractor’s supervisor is available with authorized photo 
identity card. Contract’s Supervisor/workmen should be trained 
to work the ballast train and counseled about safety measures.  

vi) The Engineering Official in-charge shall ensure that the ballast 
is evenly loaded to proper level in the wagons at Ballast depot. 

vii) Proper planning for unloading of ballast hoppers TP-wise 
should be done by SSE/P. Way in advance and clear signal 
should be shown to drivers to stop at exact required locations. 

viii) The ballast train should be moved with requisite brake power 
only. 

ix) It is the responsibility of Sr.DEN/DEN of the division in-charge 
of the operating the ballast contract to impress upon the 
concerned Sr.DME/C&W to ensure a to check the unloading 
gears of wagons at the time of TXR examination before issuing 
fit to run certificate to BOBYN wagons for loading of ballast. 

b) While unloading during the block: 
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i) A Black smith with cotter pin should be made available with 
the ballast rake for smooth opening of doors while unloading 
in case of jamming of doors. 

ii) Unloading of ballast wagons shall be done only under the 
supervision of an official not below the rank of JE/P. Way. 

iii) After unloading of ballast from wagons, P. Way official in-
charge shall ensure that infringing ballast is removed and 
properly distributed along the side of the track. 

iv) Proper control on regulation of hopper doors needs to be 
ensured. 

v) The official in-charge should walk on the side and instruct the 
labourers as to when to open or close the hopper doors (so as 
to avoid uneven unloading of the ballast). 

vi) The ballast is not unloaded on and near LCs, Points & Crossing 
and girder Bridges.BT should not be stopped while unloading 
and if it is stopped due to any reasons the same should not be 
moved without ensuring the clearance of ballast from track 
under the wheels. 

c)   General:  
i) Do not allow any safety category staff who is overdue for 

refresher course to undertake the DMT work. 
ii) Don’t move DMTs at a speed higher than 8-10 KMPH while 

unloading ballast. 
iii) DMT shall move only in one direction and no pushing back 

should be done. 
iv) Do not work DMTs after sunset and in foggy days. 
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v) Wagons which cannot be opened / unloaded even with the 
help of Black smith, empty rake with such unloaded wagons 
shall be taken to nearest yard/stabling lines for getting the 
doors attended by TXR. After repair of defective doors, ballast 
from these wagons shall be unloaded at convenient locations, 
ballast accounted for & empty rake dispatched to loading 
depot. 

                     Sd/-                            
                                (S.N.SINGH) 

                                 Principal Chief Engineer 
 

 
 
 

 
 

---NIL--- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Section “C”  
Latest Amendments 
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Safety checklist in Crew Booking Lobbies 

          Date :                    Location: 
Sl.  
No. 

Observations 
 

1. Sign ‘ON’ and Sign ‘OFF’ Registers & its maintenance.   
2. Breathalyzer functioning, availability of spare breath 

analyzer. 
3. Whether BA test is conducted at the time of sign ‘on’ and sign 

‘off’ time : 
Whether the CCC/CC is having the knowledge about what 
shall be done, if the crew is tested positive in the test: 

    4. Registers/Records:  
a. Bio-data register of Crew. (including due date of 

PME/G&SR/Tech. refresher) 
b. Periodical Rest (30 hrs four or 22 hrs five per month) 
c. Progressive hours(104 hrs per fortnight) 
d. 10 hrs implementation(from Sign ON to Sign OFF) 
e. LR and Gradation(A,B,C,D)register along with 

nominated LI 
f. Track defects Register with feedback from TLC 

Section “D”  
Checklist -  Crew Lobbies 
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g. Signal defects Register with feedback from TLC 
h. Unusual occurrence register 
i. Cattle Run over Register 
j. PAD & PDD Register 
k. BPC Register for CC rakes 
l. Loco defect register. 

 5. Booking procedure (FIFO systems and 2nd week less hours 
system) 

 6. Rest availed by Crew before signing ‘ON’ 
 7. Whether any crew is booked before completion of stipulated 

rest hours (out-station and home-station) i.e., under rest? 
 8. Availability of safety literature such as, Safety Circulars /Fly 

Leaves/ Quarterly bulletin (Vigil), etc.,  - acknowledgement of 
staff? 

 9. Availability of G&SR, Accident manual with latest amendment 
slips posted up to date with CC/Lobby in-charge 

10. If ‘Sign safe’ system is available, functioning of the same 
including IRIS 

11. Illuminated caution order boards with colour-coding. 
12. Availability of First-aid box and its recoupment 
13. List of senior goods loco pilots who have been screened and 

found fit to work on passenger-carrying trains whether 
available with lobby in-charge 

14. Whether list of accident prone staff is available in Lobby? 
15. Whether list of staff addicted to alcohol drinks is available? 
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16. Gradient charts of Crew working stations and guidelines to 
LPs over typical stations of their sections (including falling 
down gradients & stalling points)  

17. Availability of BSNL & Railway phones 
18. List of staff wearing spectacles. 
19. Availability of ‘Gyankasauti’/self learning programmes. 
20. Any other essential requirements. 
 

**** 
 
 
 

 
                                        

1. Brief of the incident (yard derailment): On 6th April 2017, at 
BZA station of BZA Division, while placing the empty rake 
of 17207 from PF-5 to Road No.14 of BZA yard, the rake 
was taken to main line from PF-5 and further movement 
given to come on to Road No.14 by taking ‘off’ Shunt Signal, 
the leading trolley of the first coach in the rear side has 
travelled in the normal direction of the point and the rear 
trolley travelled in the turnout direction and could not 
negotiate the differential direction of movement of leading 
and rear trolley and led to derailment at crossing of Point 

Section “E”  
Accident cases 
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No.107B and taken two routes and derailed near the 
crossing. 
Cause: Enquiry Committee was convinced that the failure to 
ensure that the point is set in proper route before advising 
the track is clear and the point is clear caused the 
derailment. Pointsman failed to identify the coach lying on 
the point and advised the RRI for movement and this has 
caused two routes of the coach and further derailment.  
Staff held responsible: Pointsman under ‘Primary’ and 
system failure in detection of the point in occupied 
condition by coach also under ‘Primary’.  
Matters brought to light: 
a. As per Para 8.6 (b) of SWR/BZA, shunting towards KCC 

and to clear of Shunt Signal No. 18B with engine leading 
towards KCC end is restricted to engine + 2 coaches only 
but the shunting was being performed with engine + 10 
coaches which is in violation of SWR and done 
repeatedly in the yard. 

b. As per Para 8.1 (a), all shunting in coaching yard shall be 
done under the instructions of Dy.SS in RRI and Dy.SS/PF 
under the supervision of shunting Jamedar on all 
coaching lines / non-running lines / bay siding / rake & 
stabling siding / Parcel & Milk Van Sidings but in this 
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case, the shunting was performed without shunting 
Supervision of Shunting Jamedar. 

c. The Pointsmen (3 in No.) and Shunter have given false 
statements which are objectionable and far from the facts 
such as they failed to report to the Committee the reasons 
for stopping the train and timings in between PF No.5 to 
Shunt Signal No.18. The train was stopped for 2.27 
minutes, but they reported that it was 30 seconds as 
stated by one Pointsman, another Pointsman stated that it 
did not stop and another Pointsman said that it stopped 
only for 15 – 30 seconds. 

d. Out of 2 CC Cameras, one is not working and the one 
which is working do not have recording facility. 

Suggestions and Recommendations: Suggested to provide CC 
Cameras in major yards where shunting is carried out 
frequently. 
 

2. Brief of the incident (Derailment): On 21st April 2017, when 
Train No. 57550 UP AWB – HYB Passenger was on run between 
Kalgupur – Bhalki stations of SC Division, loco + 4 coaches next 
to loco derailed at KM 140/8-7. As a result of the derailment, 
there were no casualties and no grievous injuries. The section is 
single line, non-electrified, BG and the section is PRLI – VKB. 
Cause: Tampering of track by unknown persons. 
Staff held responsible: None. 
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Matters Brought to Light: 
a. Rear portion of the formation which is not damaged was pulled 

back to KCP station by sending multi engines without following 
the instructions laid down in Para 502.2 & 1210.1 of Accident 
Manual. The laid down instructions are not known the SM/KCP, 
not known to the Dy.CHC/Punctuality and SCOR of the Division. 
Also, the Divisional Officers did not guide them. 

b. Role of Divisional Control – Para 402 of Accident Manual clearly 
spell out the role and responsibility of Divisional Control during 
accidents and unusual incidents to inform the Central Control of 
Headquarters but this rule was violated by the 
Dy.CHC/Punctuality and SCOR of the Division. They have also 
violated the instructions of Divisional DM Plan. 

c. Role of Central Control of Headquarters – Para 402 of Accident 
Manual and Para 504 of Zonal DM Plan clearly state the role of 
Central Control in disseminating the information of accidents to 
Officers of Headquarters immediately after getting the 
information of accident. This rule was totally violated by the 
Controller on duty at Central Control, Headquarters. Instead, they 
claim that as per oral instructions of Headquarters Operating 
Branch, it is the responsibility of Emergency Control. Even the 
Emergency Control in-charge on the day of incident just 
uploaded the accident related message through the Dongle 
message equipment which does not give any sense during night 
times. 
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d. Gateman of Engineering LC Gate No.71/E between KCP – BHLK 
deposed and further confirmed during cross-examinations that 
he was not informed by SM/KCP about the dispatch of SPART/SC 
from BHLK direction into the occupied block section, in fact not 
even exchanged PN which is an unsafe act on the part of SM/KCP. 

e. SM/BHLK failed to follow the basic rule of informing the SM/KCP 
before dispatching a relief train in to the obstructed block section. 
Similar failure was committed by SM/KCP who failed to inform 
SM/BHLK before dispatching multi engines to pull back the rear 
portion of 57550 UP Passenger to KCP as per SCOR instructions. 
Both of the SMs need to be booked for RC immediately. 

f. Many witnesses such as; LP & ALP of 57550, Another ALP who 
was travelling in the same train and was proceeding on leave, 
Trolleyman who accompanied JE/P.Way, Trackmen, 
SSE/P.Way/UDGR, JE/P.Way, SMs/KCP & BHLK, 4 Constables on 
escort duty by the same train. IPF/BIDR, SIPF/BIDR, Commercial 
Inspector/BIDR, Ticket Examiner manning the SL coaches, 
ADMO/PRLI travelling by S-1 of the same train, ADMO/VKB, 
ACMS/CKL and Staff Nurse/SC deposed in their statements that 
one passenger sustained minor injury. After rendering first-aid at 
the site of accident, he was shifted to BHLK Civil Hospital and 
from there to Latur Hospital. ACMS/HU/CKL stated in his note 
that “the patient was seen by Orthopedic doctor / BHLK and 
suspected vertebrae compression, x-ray taken. The injured 
passenger was asked to come to Railway Hospital / LGD but he 
refused and instead preferred treatment in a Private Hospital at 
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Latur. Hence, he was allowed to undergo treatment on his own 
decision.          

g. Joint observations memo prepared by the Sr. Supervisors failed to 
mention about the presence of boulders at the site of accident, 
though they have independently mentioned in their statements 
and answered during cross examination. 

h. Dy. Punctuality/SC did not undergo the Refresher Course in 
G&SR/AM/BWM at ZRTI / MLY for the last 8-9 years. He was 
initially trained in 2009 and subsequently, he has not gone for 
RC. In regard to the SCOR also, it was mentioned that he did not 
go for RC for the last 7 years and both of them are not aware of 
their role and responsibility during accidents, keeping a log of 
events from the time of receipt of accident message, 
dissemination of information as per manual provisions, 
procedure to be adopted to clear the unaffected coaches / wagons 
from the site of accident as per Accident Manual etc., 

i. Remote operation of hooting the accident siren from the Control 
Office by the Controller though installed years back, the same did 
not function at the time of this derailment. Further, on enquiry, 
Electrical Department Officials have given a memo stating that 
the same is not functioning since October 2016. 

j. TSR entries of station KCP and BHLK were checked and found 
that the SMs do not know the procedure of making red ink 
entries whenever relief loco / trains are sent into the block section 
with clear details such as, departure time, mentioning the 
location (KM) at which the loco / BV is standing in the block 
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section, details of coaches / wagons that are pulled out of the 
block section, signature of the LP or Guard in TSR about 
clearance of relief trains etc.,. Both of them should be sent for 
Refresher Course once again immediately to update their 
knowledge. 

k.  The SPMRV/SC developed technical snag on run between VKB – 
ZB while proceeding to the site of accident. The rotary switch was 
not functioning and as a result of that the head light was on and 
off flickering. The LP of SPMRV could not operate the rotating 
switch properly which was set right by Technician who arrived 
by SPART/SC in no time. Division should ensure proper training / 
competency of LP and during mock drills physical movement of 
ART / MRVs should be permitted. 

l. The LP/SPMRV/SC who worked the train upto ZB stated in his 
cross examination statement that he attained the maximum speed 
of 105 KMPH. In this connection, it was noticed that running of 
SPART / SPMRV upto a speed of Maximum 105 KMPH sanctioned 
by CRS/SC Circle vide letter No. Q.15012/01/2010-SCC/96 dated 
02.5.2012 was given as per JSC No. E/543/BG dated 17.02.2012 
only upto VKB. However, between VKB – PRLI section, the 
maximum speed of SPMRV is only 90 KMPH against the 
maximum speed of other trains which is 100 KMPH. This 
information is also printed in the WTT No.72 which is in force. 
Every Loco Running Staff including Loco Inspectors shall sensitise 
the LPs. 
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m. The LP/SPMRV/SC who worked the train from SC does not have 
LR in VKB – PRLI section which is a serious lapse. Division shall 
ensure that this kind of lapse is not repeated in future by giving 
LR to adequate number of LPs by proper planning. 

n. Whenever there is a case of suspected sabotage or tampering of 
track by outsiders, all Railway staff particularly Supervisory staff 
should be told to immediately take photographs and send the 
same to CSO & CSC through their cell phones or Whatsapp. 
Similarly, the message should be immediately sent to the 
Engineering Control and Security Control. Any delay in this 
regard will create doubt regarding disturbing the place and time 
of tampering. 

Suggestions & Recommendations: 
1. It is suggested that the Division shall mention the contact 

telephone numbers of SCOR of all boards in the Division on the 
top of the Caution Order which should be used by the LP or ALP 
or Guard and inform about the accident / unusual that occurred 
in the block section. This practice exists in GNT Division 
Divisional Caution Order copy. Since the same was not available 
at present in the Division, the LP informed about the accident to 
the PCOR who in turn alerted Divisional Control. It is suggested 
to have firsthand information instead of via-media which may 
dilute the content of the message. 

2. It should be made mandatory for the Division to depute all the 
Controllers for Refresher Course at ZRTI / MLY in a phased 
manner.  
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3. Divisions shall ensure that the remotely operated accident siren is 
kept fettle and the objective of providing the equipment is 
fulfilled. 

4. S&T Branch of the Division proposed for some facilities in the 
Relief Trains of the Division which may be considered for supply 
by the Headquarters. They are; 
 Different service providers 4G SIMs – 12 Nos. (@4 per ART). 
 Video management system with webcam facility – 4 Nos. (one 

per ART and one for Headquarters).  
 Tab with android application facility – 3 Nos. 
 Two mega pixel outdoor cameras – 6 Nos. 
 Smart phones – 8 Nos. (4 for SC, 2 for BPA and 2 for KZJ). 
 External cameras with USB and LAN ports – 2 Nos. 
 Power pack with charging adaptor (16400mah) – 30 Nos. 

5. Anti-sabotage / anti-theft fittings for SEJ – It is opined by the 
Enquiry Committee that there is a need to develop a design for 
SEJs to fix anti-theft / anti-sabotage equipment for prevention of 
outside interference. 

6. GM suggested that, while relaying the information about the 
accident, especially outside the Railway system, laid down 
procedures should be followed and the Head of the Organisation 
should be kept in the loop. All the Staff and Officers should be 
counseled regarding this issue, so that the repercussions on 
relaying such information can be avoided. This was advised 
through Minutes of meeting held in GM’s Conference Hall on 
27.4.2017 vide letter No. G.157/Mtg./2017 dated 27.4.2017. 
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7. It is noticed that the Engineering Control in Headquarters is not 
manned from 22.00 hours to morning 06.00 hours. It is 
advisable to ensure the Engineering Control is manned 24 hours 
and also suggested to shift them from 5th Floor to 2nd Floor in 
Central Control Office.   

8. On the day of the accident, when SPMRV/SC was ordered to 
proceed to the site of accident, the doors of Medical Van could 
not be opened since the keys were not available with SM/SC 
which is in violation of Para 604.6.1 of Accident Manual. The 
Medical Staff entered into the Auxiliary Van of the formation and 
SPMRV was started. Subsequent to this, the SPMRV was stopped at 
Bharathnagar station where the doors of Medical Van were broke 
open to accommodate relevant Officials.  All Divisions to ensure 
that one set of keys of relief trains is with SM of the station as per 
Para 604.6.1 of Accident Manual. 
 

3. Brief of the incident (SPAD): On 14th April 2017 at about 
11.07 hours, when Train No. 12269 Duronto Express MAS 
– NZM was on run, LP of the train passed DN loop line 
Starter No. S-27 at ‘on’ at VTM station of BZA Division. The 
train was stopped after passing a length of 28m towards 
sand hump.  
Cause: Inquiry Committee concluded the cause as “due to 
neither LP applied brakes in time nor ALP opened RS 
emergency brakes in time and due to late application of 
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brakes at the closest gap of 6m to the Starter Signal at a 
speed of 27 KMPH, LP & ALP caused the SPAD and stopped 
at a distance of 28m after passing the DN loop line Starter 
Signal at danger. 
Staff held responsible: LP & ALP of MAS Division who 
worked the train under ‘Primary’ for violation of Rule 3.78 
& 3.81and CLI/MAS under ‘blameworthy’ for the reason 
that he failed to monitor the LP in MAS – BZA section.  

Matters brought to light: 
a. The superfast train crew mind concept is very sticky that 

their train is superior train and has no halts from starting 
point to crew changing point and their train will be given 
through on priority. With this preset mind they are 
happened to hope for the clearing of signals till the closest 
gap to the signals without ensuring safety and thereby 
failing to stop in rear of danger signal. 

b. The Dy.SS/VTM was busy with the attention to the failure of 
LC Gate 237 indication which is to be attended by S&T Staff, 
but he had least priority to communicate with the train 
crew of 12269 Duronto Express where there was an ‘out of 
course’ stopping for the resumption of gate indication 
failure. 

c. ALP has ignored to open RS in time when LP failed to 
control the train well in advance. The late opening of RS by 
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ALP indicates his trust on LP even though LP did not 
respond to the signal aspect within the safe distance. 

Suggestions & Recommendations: 
a. To eradicate the preset mind of the superfast train crew that 

their train has no halts and will be taken through on top 
priority, the concept of test stops may be introduced and 
inculcated among the running staff so that their alertness 
and prompt action will be tested on line at anytime. 

b. The on duty Dy.SS should alert the train crew through 
walkie-talkie set when any out of course stop is being 
resorted to. 

 
4. Brief of the incident (Derailment of CSM Machine): On 20th 

April 2017, at about 15.05 hours, CSM and DGS machine 
while going on line clear from HVM to TUNI in BZA 
Division, second machine derailed in Point No.12 (trap).  
Cause: The Committee concludes that, the CSM and DGS 
which were supposed to move coupled together, moved 
independently with a gap of about 120m which made the 
12T to pick up in between two Track Machines, resulted the 
on duty Dy.SS mislead and took it granted that both 
machines passed and operated the point No.12 to ‘normal’ 
position before the second machine passed over it. As a 
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result of this, the second machine derailed in the trap which 
was ‘open’. 

Staff held responsible:  
Primary:  
1. SSE/TM/BZA who was in-charge of CSM who failed to 

ensure coupling of both the machines; instead moved 
independently. 

2. SSE/TM/BZA who was in-charge of DGS machine who 
failed to ensure coupling of both the machines; instead 
moved independently. 

3. Dy.SS/HVM for the reason that he operated the Point 
without observing on the panel when the track was 
showing danger. He also failed to ensure whether the 
machines are proceeding coupled together or 
independently. He misguided the Enquiry Committee stating 
that he normalized the point after the machine passed LSS; 
but the same was noticed from the datalogger and 
concluded that even the first machine did not pass LSS.  He 
has violated SWR Para and BWM instructions (review done 
by CSO and fixed the Dy.SS under ‘Primary’ instead of 
‘blameworthy’). 
Blameworthy: SSE/P.Way/TUNI who failed to ensure that 
both the machines are coupled. 
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Matters brought to light: 
a. No Pointsman was on duty. If he was available, Dy.SS would 

have ensured with him about the complete passage of 
machines on Point No.12; instead of relying on track 
circuits only. 

b. No assistance to the Dy.SS when an engineering block was 
given between TUNI – HBM with two track machines which 
involves shunting operations. 

Suggestions & Recommendations: 
a. Minimum block duration for various Track Machines 

should be granted for Engineering Blocks as per 
Engineering Standing Order No.62 to avoid shortcut 
methods. 

b. Engineering Block with Track Machines or material trains 
involves handing over of various authorities and shunting 
operations at adjacent stations. Hence, additional Operating 
Staff should be provided to ensure safe working. 

5. Brief of the incident (SPAD): On 7th May 2017, at about 
16.00 hours, LP of Train No. B-44 BOXN Empty Goods 
passed Home Signal of GTL (West) in GTL Division at ‘on’ 
and stopped after 300m. 
Cause: Disregard of signal aspect by the LP of Goods train. 
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Staff held responsible: 
Primary: LP & ALP of the train are held responsible under 
‘primary’. 
Secondary: NIL 

Blameworthy: CLI/GY, nominated LI while degrading the 
LP from safety gradation ‘A’ to ‘B’ due to the negligence 
of the LP in earlier case should have taken extra care in 
imparting driving skills and knowledge of signal aspects 
by continuous monitoring and counseling during his 
footplate inspection. 
Suggestions & Recommendations:  

1. During bad weather, train crew should be more 
attentive and be prepared to stop short of obstruction 
and stop signal which may be at ‘on’.  

2. Secondly, surge protection should be made available 
at stations to protect the equipment during heavy 
thunderstorms and lightening. 
 

6. Brief of the incident (Yard Derailment): On 8th May 2017, 
at about 09.27 hours, at GNT station of GNT Division while 
backing formation of 57305 empty rake from Road No.5 to 
Pit No.2, loco derailed near CMS crossing of Point No.45B.  
Cause: While negotiating turnout due to less axle 
clearances, the loco unable to negotiate the curve and 
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derailed. Considering the fact check rail is intact, clearances 
and other track readings are within permissible limits. Due 
to tight wheel gauge at one quarter point on axle No.1, the 
axle might had hobbling effect which also had contributed 
to the derailment. 
Staff held responsible: DLS/MLY. 
 

7. Brief of the incident (Derailment): On 9th May 2017, while 
Train No. 07607 UP NED-TPTY Holiday Special was on run 
between Mudkhed –Sivungaon stations of HYB Division, loco + 
front SLR (next to loco) derailed on facing Point No.14B at about 
20.17 hours. As a result of the derailment, there were no 
casualties and no grievous injuries. However, the through 
running of trains is affected. UP NED-TPTY Holiday Special and 
DN 57593 Passenger were arranged crossing at SVN station by 
the Section Controller. Accordingly, SM/SVN made arrangements 
to receive both the trains simultaneously; i.e., UP Holiday Special 
on to 2nd Loop and DN Passenger on to 1st Loop. The section is 
single line, non-electrified, BG and the section is between MUE-
SC.  

Cause: Derailment of Train No. UP 07607 NED – TPTY Holiday 
special on 9th May 2017 at 20.17 hours was due to “Obstruction on 
track” in the form of motor bike leftacross the track by trespasser and 
hence, falls under the category “Failure of Other Than Railway Staff – 
Obstruction on track and classification E-1 of Accident Manual”.   . 
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Staff held responsible: None. 
Matters Brought to Light: 
a. Rear portion of the formation which is not damaged was pulled 

back to MUE station by sending multi engines without following 
the instructions laid down in Para 502.2 & 1210.1 of Accident 
Manual. The laid down instructions are not known the SM/SVN, 
SM/MUE, SCOR/HYB and CHC/HYB on shift duty. Also, the 
Divisional Officers did not guide them. 

b. Role of Divisional Control – Para 402 of Accident Manual clearly 
spell out the role and responsibility of Divisional Control during 
accidents and unusual incidents to inform the Central Control of 
Headquarters but this rule was violated by the CHC on shift duty 
and SCOR of the Division. They have also violated the 
instructions of Divisional DM Plan. 

c. CHC on shift duty of HYB Division did not undergo the Refresher 
Course in G&SR/AM/BWM at ZRTI / MLY from 2008.  

d. TSR entries of station SVN was checked and found that the SM do 
not know the procedure of making red ink entries whenever 
relief loco / trains (multi engines sent to clear the rear portion 
and later on ART/PAU was sent from MUE to tackle the derailed 
stock). Relief loco / trains are to be sent into the block section 
with clear details such as, departure time, mentioning the 
location (KM) at which the rear SLR is standing in the block 
section, details of coaches that are pulled out of the block section.  
He should be sent for Refresher Course immediately to update his 
knowledge. 
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e. Pro-ALPs LR training: Following shortfalls were noticed; 
1. From 15th April 2017 to 6th May 2017, only twice they have 

taken LR by travelling in freight train out of 18 trips they have 
undertaken. They did not take LR for 6 days out of 29 days. 

2. Monitoring of Pro.ALPs movement is not effective  except 
serving a  memo by the CCC/ADB to take LR between so and so 
stations and taking signature of LPs whenever they are 
travelling by loco mentioning the Train No., Loco No., date, 
from and to etc., 

3. They are found writing details in a book such as; station name, 
location of SM Office (whether on right hand side or left hand 
side), location of manned LC Gates (whether on left hand side 
or right hand side), KM of the station. 

4. After completion of LR by pro LP, CCC in-charge is satisfying 
himself on the relevant aspects before booking them 
independently with train service else extend the LR. 

f. Delay in movement of Crane Special/SC: Following shortfalls 
were noticed; 
1. As a thumb role, it is required to order 140T Crane from both 

ends of the accident location to tackle derailed locomotive, but 
this was realized lately by the Division. 

2. 140T Crane/SC was ordered at 21.35 hours i.e., after 1 hours 
18 minutes. 

3. The 140T Crane left KCG at 02.00 am of 10th May 2017 i.e., 
after 5 hours 43 minutes from the time of ordering time 
(21.35 hours). 
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4. The reason quoted for the delay was that Jib of the Crane was 
not leading which could have been done in SC Division itself 
near HSJ station where triangle exist and the Crane was 
coming from VKB direction and was passing SNF when the 
same was ordered instead of moving it towards STPD/KCG. 
This decision costed delay in reaching of Crane Special to the 
site of accident by 4 – 4 ½ hours and subsequent restoration. 

5. As per the statement of ADME-I/C&W/SC who accompanied 
the 140T Crane Special from SC, at 22.35 hours, the Crane 
was still at SNF in SC Division and before coming to SC (at 
23.20 hours), the jib leading position could have been done at 
HSJ location where triangle exist; instead it was moved to SC 
and further sent to KCG where the formation again came 
towards STPD / SC triangle location and finally started at 
02.00am. 

g. When the accident occurred at station at 20.17 hours, the 
information to Control was given at 20.27 hours i.e., after 10 
minutes resulting 10 minutes wastage out of 60 minutes of 
‘golden hour’ concept to reach the site of accident. Secondly, the 
HYB Division ordered ART & MRV/NZB at 20.28 hours and 
surprisingly first started ART/NZB at 21.05 hours instead of 
MRV/NZB. The MRV/NZB started from NZB at 21.20 hours after 
dispatching ART.  

h. LP of the derailed train informed PCOR of the Division (apart 
from informing SM/SVN) since the contact numbers of Section 
Controller are not made available to him.  
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i. As per the SPM chart, it was noticed that the LP of the train did 
not notice / sight the obstruction timely as a result he did not 
apply emergency brake timely. The loco came to a stop within 07 
seconds after travelling a distance of 34m after application of 
emergency brakes.  

j. ALP also failed to apply emergency brake immediately after 
noticing the obstruction on track after passing UP Home Signal of 
SVN.  

Suggestion & Recommendation:  
1. It is suggested that the Division shall mention the contact 

telephone numbers of SCOR of all boards in the Division on the 
top of the Caution Order which should be used by the LP or ALP 
or Guard for informing about the accident / unusual that 
occurred in the block section. This practice exists in GNT 
Division’s Divisional Caution Order copy. Since the same was not 
available at present in the Division, the LP informed about the 
accident to the PCOR who in turn alerted Divisional Control. It is 
suggested that LP / ALP shall give firsthand information directly 
to SCOR instead of via-media which may dilute the content of the 
message. 

2. It should be made mandatory for the Division to depute all the 
Controllers for Refresher Course at ZRTI / MLY in a phased 
manner.  

3. Clear and detailed instructions need to be given by the 
Headquarters about the procedure and monitoring mechanism of 
LR given to all Running Staff. 
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4. Divisions should counsel and sensitise all the Loco Running Staff 
to keep a sharp view on track and ready to apply emergency 
brakes immediately on noticing any type of obstruction on track. 
Also, necessary to conduct ambush checks at frequent intervals to 
create a sense of awareness among the Loco Running Staff.  

5. It is necessary for the Divisional Commercial (Claims) Branch to 
claim the third party insurance claim from the trespasser road-
user who left the motor bike on the track that led to derailment. 

 
8. Brief of the incident (Yard Derailment): On 23rd May 2017, 

at about 00.15 hours at GGD yard of SC Division, BCM and 
one coach while coming from A&D Siding to DN common 
loop of GGD station derailed on KL Point No.17. 
Cause: As per Joint Memo of Senior Supervisors, centre 
pivot and side bearers of BCM are fully covered with dust, 
unable to negotiate the curve at Point No. KL 17. 
Staff held responsible: Engineering Department. 
 

9. Brief of the incident (Yard Derailment): On 25th May 2017, 
at about 14.50 hours, at PAU station of NED Division, 
LP/Shunter passed 2nd loop Starter Signal at ‘on’ and 
derailed in the trap Point No.40A by one wheel. 
Cause: Disregard of the signal aspect by the LP/Shunter. 
Matters brought to light: 
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a. Shunting Jamedar is not available at PAU who could 
have supervised shunt movements in the yard. 

b. Accident hooter could not be heard by many staff. 
c. SSE/C&W/PAU and CLI/PAU are overdue for RC. 
Suggestions and Recommendations: 
a. Shunting Jamedar posts needs to be filled up. 
b. Close monitoring to be done by the Supervisors on field 

staff working who are responsible for ensuring SWR 
provisions. 

c. Supervisors shall identify the shortcut methods adopted 
by the staff and take corrective action. 
 

10. Brief of the incident (SPAD): On 25th May 2017, at about 
14.50 hours, at SUH station of SC Division, the LP of Train 
No. 57659 SUR – FM Passenger passed Mainline Starter 
Signal at ‘on’ and stopped after passing a distance of 40m.  
Cause: Disregard of Starter Signal aspect by the LP & ALP of 
Passenger train. 
Staff held responsible: 
Primary: LP & ALP of SNF who worked the passenger train. 
Secondary: CC/SC for not booking suitable LP for coaching 
train. 
Blameworthy:  
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1. CPCOR for not deputing CLI to accompany the 
unscreened LP (Goods) working a passenger carrying 
train though informed by LP and CCC/SC (as per call 
record data which the employee denied in his 
deposition). 

2. CCC/SC for not ensuring proper LP and accompanying of 
CLI. 

Matters brought to light: 
1. As per RB letter No. 97/Safety-I/11/9, dated 25.3.2017 

and CELE/SC letter dated 08.6.2016 for booking 
LP/Goods/SNF whose safety gradation is ‘B’ and should 
not be booked to work passenger trains without 
accompanying of CLI. 

2. LP should have demanded CLI, since he is not screened to 
work in passenger trains while booked to work 57130 
Passenger train from HYB to WADI on 24.5.2017. 

3. Chief PCOR/SC who failed to arrange CLI and shift 
CC/SNF and CC/Sc failed to arrange suitable LP and also 
failed to ensure LI is accompanied. None of them had 
brought it to the notice of higher-ups. 

Suggestions & Recommendations: 
1. Proper screening of LP/Goods for coaching ‘fit’ to be 

done in diesel operations well in advance to avoid 
utilization of unscreened / gradation ’B’ LPs.  
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2. There are lot of vacancies of LPs in coaching pool at SC, 
KZJ & BZA Depots which needs to be filled immediately. 

3. CCTV in cab of all locomotives required to be provided 
for reading the events of crew and as deterrent for this 
type of incidences. It can also help the LI concerned to 
study the driving skills and the behavior of the crew in 
the cab. This would give a feedback and also improve 
the quality of the driving, alertness and following the 
laid down rules and procedures. 
 

11. Brief of the incident (Rear collision in yard): On 21st June 
2017, coupled engines (electric Traction) left RDM yard at 05.20 
hours to GOSG Siding. But, instead of going to GOSG Siding, the 
coupled engines entered GDK Siding at hand operated Point 
No.101 location (diverging point) at KM 9/10 and entered into 
Line No.2 of GDK Siding where Z-142 BOXN Empty Goods train 
just reached from RDM around 05.40 hours and collided in rear 
of the BV at 05.49 hours. As a result of the collision, the BV + 3 
wagons + leading loco of coupled engines formation capsized and 
derailed. Due to the impact of collision, Guard of Z-142 Goods 
got killed. 
Cause: The rear collision of coupled engines with the stationary 

Z-142 Goods on Line No.2 of GDK Siding in RDM station of SC 

Division on 21st June 2017 at 05.49 hours was due to the “Failure 
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of Railway Staff – collision in private siding  (R -5 of Accident 
Manual) in the course of pilot movements”.    

Staff held responsible: 
Primary:   

1. Sri P. Chakrapani, LP/Goods/KZJ &Sri Awadhesh Kumar 
ALP/KZJ of trailing loco of coupled engines for not ensuring 

coupling of air hoses and air-continuity. Coupled with this 
failure, he continued to push the coupled locos and increased 
the speed suddenly from 22 KMPH to 55 KMPH when leading 

loco LP was trying to stop the locos. 
2. Sri T. Kishore Kumar, LP /Goods/KZJ &  Sri B.Thirupathi 

,ALP/KZJ  of leading loco of coupled engines for not ensuring 
coupling of air hoses and air-continuity.  

Secondary: 
1. Sri P.Naga Bhaskara Rao, Dy.SS/Goods Cabin/RDM for not 

following the SWR provision of ensuring whether the 
previous train reached completely inside the Siding before 
starting the coupled engines. He also failed to keep proper 
record of pilot movements in pilot movement register, failed to 
keep proper record of PNs given for dispatch & reception to 
Siding & from Siding location. 

2. Sri K.Loganathan, SMR/RDM as overall in charge of the station   
is responsible for safe movement in to siding failed to ensure 
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and not monitoring proper record keeping / working of pilot 
movements into the Sidings and not alerting / counselling the 
SMs for violation of SWR provisions. He failed to cross-check  
the records of Goods Cabin related to the pilot movements. He 
also admitted that the short falls are taking place in siding 
movement but failed to prevent the short cut methods. 

3. Sri A.Venkati, TI/BPA, as  in- charge of section for safe 
movements, failed to ensure SWR provisions, though he has 
inspected Goods cabin 3-4 times since November 2016 and 
identified the short falls, but no preventive action taken. He 
also failed to monitor properly and record keeping / working 
of pilot movements into the Sidings and not alerting / 
counselling the SMs for violation of SWR provisions. Though 
records are checked, he failed to bring out the noticed 
shortfalls / irregularities to the higher Officials. 

 Matters brought to light: 
1. The coupled engines which were planned to go to GOSG 

Siding were coupled only mechanically and BP pipe 
connection is not ensured, as a result of this, ‘air continuity’ 
could not be ensured. LPs & ALPs of coupled engines failed to 
ensure ‘air-continuity’  before departure from RDM yard to 
Sidings. 

2. Dy.SS/Goods Cabin/RDM failed to ensure that the previous 
despatched train   is cleared into Siding before dispatching the 
following pilot. 

3. Many instructions of SWR/RDM is violated. They are; 
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a. Para 8.6.4.2 of SWR – SM/Goods Cabin shall plan the 
pilot movements and issue necessary instructions in 
writing to the pilot in-charge – this is not followed. 

b. Para 8.6.4 of SWR – SM/Goods Cabin shall record the 
details of all pilot movements to and from the different 
Sidings in the ‘Pilot Movement Register’ – this rule is 
violated. 

c. Para 8.6.4.6 of SWR – SM/Goods Cabin shall handover to 
the LP of the pilot under clear acknowledgement, in 
addition to the Caution Order a written authority – pro-
forma given in SWR and as well Appendix XVII of G&SR 
is not being maintained. Even the columns in the existing 
memo given to pilots is kept ‘blank’. 

d. Para 8.6.4.10 of SWR – LP and pilot in-charge shall 
ensure that the UMLC No.2 & 3 are closed against road 
traffic each time before the pilot is allowed to pass 
through the UMLCs – this rule is violated. 

e. Para 8.6.4.11 of SWR – Shunting staff shall stop the pilot 
short of the UMLC on both-ways and ensure that there is 
no road traffic – this rule is violated. 

f. Para 8.6.4.13 of SWR – All the points en-route and 
leading to Sidings are locally operated which are to be set 
in the direction as required and secured with cotter bolt 
or by clamping and padlocking. This shall be ensured by 
the pilot in-charge before allowing the movements over 
these points – this rule is violated. After clearing the 
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points, the points shall be reset to ‘normal’ position – this 
rule is also violated. 

g. Para 8.6.4.14 of SWR – On arrival of the pilot inside the 
Siding, the pilot in-charge shall assure SM/Goods Cabin 
supported by a PN that the pilot has arrived complete into 
the Siding and the line between the station and the Siding 
is clear and free of obstruction. The SM shall record the 
time of arrival of the pilot in the Siding and PN received 
from the pilot in-charge in the Pilot Movement Register – 
this rule is violated. 

h. Para 8.6.4.26 of SWR – Complete arrival of the pilot 
inside the fouling mark received on Goods R&D lines 
shall be endorsed by the pilot in-charge in the Pilot 
Movement Register with a declaration – this rule is 
violated. 

i. Para 8.6.4.27 of SWR – On arrival in the Goods yard, LP 
shall return the pilot memo to SM/Goods Cabin who shall 
preserve it and make necessary entries in the Pilot 
Movement Register – this rule is violated. 

4. The PN 75 that is given and written in the pilot memo given to 
crew / pilot in-charge of coupled engines to go to GOSG 
Siding is not found in the PN Sheet of Dy.SS/Goods 
Cabin/RDM. 

5. Unofficial manning of LC No.3 near FCI Siding by Pointsman 
in shifts is not as per SWR/RDM.  

 As per SWR/RDM, it is UMLC.  
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 Secondly, a conventional practice is in vogue by 
speaking to the Gateman of LC No.3 to know whether 
the pilot train has passed the LC Gate or not; so that 
next pilot is started from RDM yard.  

 Though this procedure is in practice for more than 5 
years and it is in the knowledge of SMR/RDM, TI/BPA 
etc., the same is not regularized by incorporating the 
instructions in the SWR which was brought into force 
in 2016.  

 Thirdly, no telephone communication is provided at this 
LC Gate No.3.  

 No record is maintained by Dy.SS/Goods Cabin/RDM as 
well as by the Gateman about the pilot movements.  

 Fourthly, the Gateman does not know the details of the 
pilot sent from RDM i.e., whether it is light engine/s or 
full length Goods train. 

6. Pilot Movement Register – the record was perused and found 
that the available columns are not suiting to the procedure 
given in the SWR/RDM. The Dy.SS/Goods Cabin is  writing 
imaginary timing of arrival of pilots into the Sidings. In fact, a 
standard time of one hour is written as running time between 
station and siding. Also, it was noticed that they are writing 
one PN at their own as a token of assurance from Pointsman 
who went as pilot in-charge that train reached completely 
inside the Siding. This PN is not given by the pilot in-charge; 
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instead written by the Dy.SS/Goods Cabin as if given by the 
Pointsman. 

7. Pilot in-charge – Even when the Goods train is sent into the 
Siding/s, the Guard is not considered as pilot –in-charge; 
instead a Pointsman of RDM is treated as pilot in-charge 
which is incorrect. Also, it is in violation of Appendix XVII of 
G&SR which stipulate that Guard of the train or in his absence 
any Operating staff deputed for this purpose by the SM is in-
charge of pilot. 

8. The Pointsman who is sent into the Siding along with Goods 
formation or along with light engines is without PN Sheet. 
After reaching the siding location, the Pointsman is repeating 
through his personal mobile about the complete arrival of the 
train inside the Siding. But, the Dy.SS/Goods Cabin is writing a 
PN as if given by the Pilot in-charge and not writing the time 
as told by the pilot in-charge which is unsafe and improper. 

9. Permitted Speed to go from RDM yard to Sidings –  
 SSE/P.Way/PDPL is issuing a track fitness certificate once in 

every three months and the last one was given on 
01.4.2017.  

 From 3rd January 2016 onwards, SSE/P.Way/PDPL has 
increased the speed from 30 KMPH to 50 KMPH from KM 
0/0 to 9/2 subject to other SRs. 

 The reason for enhancing the speed from 30 to 50 KMPH 
as told by the SSE/P.Way/PDPL was “earlier free rail joints 
were there which are replaced with LWR track”.  
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 Entry into Siding from RDM is by taking ‘off’ Shunt Signal 
No.38 from RDM yard and Shunt Signal No.37 from bye-
pass location. Taking ‘off’ Shunt Signal is treated as shunt 
movement and speed should not increase beyond 15 KMPH 
as per GR 5.13 (3) unless special instructions are issued. No 
special instructions are given in this case.  

 The SPM chart of coupled engines involved in the collision 
show that the speed is not achieved more than 17 KMPH 
till Point No.101 leading to GDK Siding. 

 In view of all above, it would be correct to follow the GR 
5.13(3). 

10. The printed Caution Order given to crew stipulate to follow  
restrictions of stop and proceed at 
 RDM – FCI at KM 1/20-21 (UP) – stop dead and proceed at 

UMLC. 
  RDM – FCI at KM 2/7 – 8 (UP) – stop dead and proceed at 

UMLC 
 FCI – GOSG at KM 9/14-15 (UP) – stop dead and proceed 

at UMLC 
 FCI – GOSG at KM 10/12-13 (UP) – stop dead and proceed 

at UMLC 
 In the DN Direction, it is printed in the Caution Order only 

to ‘whistle freely’ at these UMLC locations. Reasons are best 
known to the Divisional Authorities, however, it is 
necessary to modify the instructions immediately. 
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 The LPs of coupled engines did not stop at any of these 
UMLC locationswhich is in violation of the Caution Order 
served to them and should be taken up for the same.  

11. ALP Sri. Avadhesh Kumar who worked the trailing loco 
31488/KYN in the coupled loco formation was allowed to 
work the trains without Competency Certificate given by 
ZRTI/MLY after successful completion of G&SR training from 
April 2017 till date of accident. Instead, the Division was 
holding the certificates in their custody which was handed 
over to the employee during the course of Accident Enquiry. 

12. Authorized means of communication to talk between 
Dy.SS/Goods Cabin/RDM and Siding is not mentioned in the 
SWR. Secondly, none of the 4 authorised means of 
communication (Station to fixed telephone, fixed telephone 
such as railway auto and BSNL, VHF set and CUG phone) as 
mentioned in (2) of Appendix XVII of G&SR is made available 
by the Division at the Siding which is essential. 

13. The pilot memo given to the LPs of coupled engines do not 
contain the engine numbers. 

14. Division has conducted Safety Audit of the station (RDM) on 
17.11.2015 by a team of Branch Officers. During this audit 
inspection, certain deficiencies were noticed in Sidings 
working such as; acknowledgement of LPs is not taken, pilot 
memos are not collected back, after returning from the siding, 
the pilot in-charge is not signing in the Pilot Movement 
Register. Compliance on the shortfalls noticed was also given 
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by DOM/G stating that SMR/RDM & TI/BPA are instructed to 
monitor and counsel. However, it is not further inspected / 
cross-checked / monitored by the Authorities. 

15. From the record of speedometer/DDS of involved coupled 
engines, it is noticed that trailing loco LP given tractive effort 
(TE) but three-phase locos are not having the record of how 
much TE / BE (regenerative brake) given / produced. Also, 
these locos do not have the feature of recording of pneumatic 
pressures such as; A-9, SA-9, MR, BP etc. 

16. Counselling / monitoring of LPs by LIs with regard to working 
instructions of sidings and system of working of double heads 
/ MUs is not prevailing on the system as no records  for the 
same could be produced by the LIs.   

17. Ex-gratia paid to the deceased employee kith and kin – as per 
Accident Manual and Railways Act provisions, the amount of 
ex-gratia is Rs.50,000/- in train accidents but Divisional 
Personal Branch sanctioned Rs.15,000/- quoting 1997 
guidelines. They are not aware about the limits enhanced way 
back in 2012. Subsequent to the intervention of the Enquiry 
Committee, revised amount is agreed. Secondly, when the 
employee died on 21st June 2017, memorandum for payment 
of Rs.15,000/- is issued vide letter No. SCR/P-
SC/869/Welfare/Ex-gratia/17 dated 27.6.2017 i.e. after 7 
days. 

Suggestions & Recommendations: 
1. Suggestions to strengthen the safe Siding working: 
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a. FCI Siding location should be manned by Dy.SS with 
proper authorized means of communication between 
Goods Cabin and FCI Siding location. This will be worked 
as non-interlocked station without any reception / 
departure signals. 

b. Posting of Pointsman to man diverging Point No.101 with 
proper telephone communication between him and 
Dy.SS/FCI 

c. Replacing the existing Shunt Signals No.G-38 from RDM 
yard and G.37 from bye-pass location with Starter 
Signals for entry into Sidings and provision of Home 
Signal while returning from Siding to RDM yard or bye-
pass/RDM. 

d. Locally operated mechanical points needs to be replaced 
with electric point machines at FCI Siding location and 
Point No.101. 

e. Provision of common isolation for all the three lines in 
GDK Siding and GOSG Siding to prevent any rollback of 
vehicle/s affecting the pilot movements. 

f. Till such time the above arrangements are executed 
physically with suitable SWR amendments, the Divisional 
Authorities & Stations Authorities shall ensure that 
following pilot will not be started unless the previous 
pilot completely reached the nominated siding. Guard of 
the train should be the pilot in-charge. In the absence of 
Guard, Pointsman may be pilot in-charge as given in 
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Appendix XVII of G&SR. It will be the responsibility of 
following pilot in-charge to ensure correct setting of 
points according to his pilot movement.  It will also be the 
responsibility of LP and ALP of pilot to ensure correct 
setting of points before movement of the train on such 
points. 

2. ALPs and Guards of pilot trains should be issued with copy of 
Caution Orders under proper acknowledgement. To ensure 
this provision, a Pointsman needs to be posted in the Bye-pass 
Cabin. 

3. Record of pilot ‘out’ memos given to Pilot in-charge with 
proper acknowledgement should be available with 
Dy.SS/Goods Cabin / Bye-pass Cabin. 

4. Also, the Dy.SS/Goods Cabin & Bye-pass Cabin as the case may 
be, shall ensure that the pilot memos are collected back with 
declaration in Pilot Movement Register. 

5. Present Pilot Movement Register columns are improper which 
needs to be rewritten covering all aspects as per SWR. 

6. Pro-forma of pilot memo should be corrected as per pro-
forma given in SWR. 

7. Proper pathway and adequate lighting arrangements needs to 
be provided in GDK Siding and GOSG Siding for conducting 
proper GLP check. 

8. Safety inspections should be conducted in all the Sidings of the 
Division at periodical intervals as decided by the Division at 
AO level, TI level and SMR level. 
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9. Whenever coupled engines (diesel or electric) are moved 
either on mainline or in Sidings, the rear loco (though crew 
available) should be made ‘dead’ and BP pipe connection 
should be through to maintain ‘air-continuity’. 

10. It is suggested to withdraw the instruction of ‘stop and 
proceed’ at UMLCs with SR of ‘whistle freely’ as being done on 
mainline sections where the trains are running at 100 KMPH. 
However, Division shall ensure provision of W/L and RW/L at 
all UMLCs and provision of ‘Gate-mitra’.  

11. Till such time Shunt Signals are replaced with Starter Signals 
for entry into Siding, the speed limit of maximum 50 KMPH 
may be withdrawn and GR 5.13 (3) may be followed i.e., 15 
KMPH unless special instructions are issued.  

12. Also, suitable warning boards may be erected at adequate 
locations in all Sidings of the Division to warn the LPs that 
they are nearing Siding location / station location. 

13. PN Sheets should be issued and carried by all the Guards who 
are supposed to be pilot in-charge to communicate PN with 
Dy.SS/Gods Cabin after reaching Siding. In the absence of 
Guard, the Pointsman who is considered as pilot in-charge 
should carry PN Sheet without fail. 

14. System for counseling / monitoring of LPs by LIs with regard 
to working instructions of sidings and system of working of 
double heads / MUs shall be evolved and put to in practice.  
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12. Brief of the incident (Yard Derailment): On 21st June 2017, 
at about 07.20 hours, while attaching the locos in rear, the 
BV of Material Train derailed at EGU station of GTL 
Division.  
Joint findings: Due to incorrect information from Guard 
and bad climate, asked for banker but after clarification, LP 
asked for line clear and not banker. This was refused by 
SM/EGU and instructed the LP to attach the 4 locos as per 
TC No. 21/10. Had the Guard told correct tonnage, LP 
would not have asked the banker.  
 
Though the Guard has refused to attach 8 wheeler behind 
the 4 wheeler, SMR/EGU instructed to follow the TC No. 
21/10. 
 
After the incident, the CLI has checked all the 4 locos that 
were about to be attached for the condition of the loco and 
brake power and confirmed it was effective thereby the 
statement of Sri. Nagaraja, LP/Goods/GTL about poor brake 
power is ruled out. Moreover, he has run the locos for 90 
KMs from GTL to EGU and could have stopped the engine 
on noticing any problem. 
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LP/Goods/GTL himself has stated that he forgot to stop 20m 
before coupling and under confusion he applied A9 brake 
instead of SA9 so he could not control the loco and the loco 
bumped in rear of the BV at 6 KMPH as per SPM chart. 
Staff responsible: LP/Goods/GTL under ‘Primary’. 
Matters brought to light: In this case, the requirement of 
banker as requested by LP/Goods/GTL was completely based 
on the information given by the Guard about the load in the 
formation. The Guard has given improper information 
about the load i.e., 1450T instead of 1150T. Guards have to 
cross check and confirm the load of formation before 
informing to LP. It is a peculiar case where 4 engines have 
been used as a banker and instructed to attach on to the 
4wheeler BV. As per the downloaded date from SPM chart, 
LP has applied A9 instead of SA9 thereby rate of application 
of brake was slow. On SA9 brake application, maximum BC 
pressure will be 5 kg/cm2 and in case of A9 application 
maximum BC pressure will be 1.8 kg/cm2. 
 

13. Brief of the incident (Yard Derailment): On 21st June 2017, 
at about 22.40 hours, while detaching diesel traction loco 
from electric traction loco at shunting neck of MAGH 
station of SC Division, the diesel loco rolled and derailed 
due to improper securing precautions by the staff.   
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Cause: Hand brake of loco not applied by LP before 
detaching coupled with improper securing precautions. 
Staff held responsible: LP, Guard and Pointsman. 
Matters brought to light: LP not aware of diesel locomotive 
working. The LP had clearly informed at BPA and MAGH 
that he is not trailing in diesel locomotive. 
 

14. Brief of the incident (Yard Derailment): On 24th June 2017, 
at about 05.30 hours, while Train No. BTPN Empty Goods 
derailed on UP Loop line of SKM station of BZA Division. 
Cause: The derailment has occurred due to defects in the 
wagon i.e., the free height of the springs, the wheel 
diameters on the same axles, the squareness of the bogie 
and the conditions of the side bearers – all have been 
proved to have exceeded the prescribed limits. A 
combination of these defects combined with the dynamic 
running conditions has led to the derailment. 
Staff responsible: The staff of BAAD Depot of Agra Division 
who have conducted the ROH of the wagon. 
 

15. Brief of the incident (Yard Derailment): On  21st May 2017, 
at 18.00 hours at GTL station of GTL Division, while 
performing shunting with slip coaches, the LP/Shunter/GTL 
gave a bump and due to the impact of the bump, the 
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rearmost ACCW coach climbed the buffer stop and derailed 
at the location (island location on Road-4 towards RC end).   
Cause: Leading coach ACCW out of the 4 slip coaches 
detached from 18048 Express and while placing in the old 
carriage siding. Climbed on the dead end location damaging 
the buffer stop at GTL between PF 5 & 6. LP/Shunter who 
was performing the movement has joined GTL one month 
back and this is his first trip with clip coaches. Pointsman 
who was supposed to monitor and alert the LP/Shunter, 
failed to be vigilant and alert and in fact was tested 
‘positive’ in the BA test. 
Staff held responsible:  
Primary:  

1. Pointsman/GTL who failed to communicate 
continuously the Shunter and stop the movement and 
also for being tested ‘positive’.  

2. Sr.ALP/GTL working as LP/Shunter who failed to stop 
before the dead end location under ‘Primary’. 

Secondary: NIL 
Blameworthy:  

1. CCC/GTL for not taking the initiative to nominate CLI 
to monitor the working of Sr.ALP who was working as 
LP/Shunter. 
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2. Shunting Master/GTL, who failed to monitor the 
movement of passenger train instead, he has boarded 
VPU and violated SWR provisions. 

Matters brought to light: Dy.SS/Outdoor should have 
accompanied and monitored the shunt movement; instead 
he claims that he had gone along with the doctor for 
attending an ill passenger. 
Suggestions & Recommendations: 

1. Suggested to provide a permanent buffer of RCC 
instead of the present V rails. 

2. A marking should be done on the platform on the 
other side of the Shunt Signal so that the LP/Shunter 
can know that he should not go beyond that point. 

3. For all the passengers occupied coaches shunting, 
Dy.SS/Outdoor should accompany the shunt 
movement. 

4. For LP/Shunters, it is appropriate to nominate the CLI 
of those stations where the LP/Shunters are 
headquartered instead of outstation CLIS to counsel 
them at frequent intervals and guide them as 
necessary as per the yard requirements. 

5. Slip coach siding length may be increased to 5 coach 
length. 
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6. A camera may be provided at the old carriage siding 
covering the yard since there are frequent IC 
movements at this location. 

 
***** 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. What is CTSE card? 
2. Which are the ten railway stations of SCR that are 100% 

DigiPAY? 
3. Between which stations, the first Tejas train was 

introduced and what are its special features with regard 
to passenger amenities? 

4. From where to where the first solar powered train is 
introduced on Indian Railways? 

Section “F”  
Test Your Knowledge 
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5. At what distance, the warning board for Calling-on 
signal is provided in rear of FSS? 

6. Decode UFSBI. 
7. What is the Turning out time for Tower Car during day / 

night (0600 to 1800 and 1800 – 0600 hours)? 
8. A mock NI working is required to be conducted between 

------- hours before the actual commencement of the NI 
working to understand the difficulties. 

9. What is the enhanced compensation amount in case of 
death (Part-I) / permanent loss of any organ of the body 
(Part-II) / (Part-III) in train accident? 

10. Which works do not require the sanction of CRS? 
KEY 

1. It is card released by the hon’ble MR for Railway for the 
use of employees (both serving and retired) - Cashless 
Treatment Scheme in Emergency. 

2. Secunderabad, Hyderabad, Vijayawada, Kakinada Town, 
Thirupathi, Raichur, Guntur, Basar, Aurangabad and 
Nanded. At all these stations, passengers are given the 
option of transacting any need through digital payment 
with the use of Debit / Credit Cards, Mobile paperless 
ticketing and payment through digital wallets. Point of 
Sales machines are put up at different points of a station 
such as; ticket counter, parcel offices, cloak rooms, food 
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court, parking stand, retiring rooms, prepaid waiting 
rooms, tea stalls, fruit and juice stalls, catering units, book 
stall, dairy parlour etc., 

3. First Tejas train, a high-speed train was inaugurated  to 
run between Mumbai – Karmali stations. The special 
features that are in-built are; make-in India 
RCF/Kapurtala), bio-vacuum toilets which consume less 
water and hygienic, water level indicators, touchless 
water taps, soap dispensers, marble finish anti-graffiti 
coating, hand dryers, vinyl wrapped designed exteriors, 
automatic entrance plug type doors which provides 
better heat and sound insulation and can be controlled by 
Guard panel, secured gangways which reduces sound 
levels, dirt, sand, ingress, increase passenger safety and 
comfort, energy efficient, electro-pneumatic airbrakes, 
fire & smoke detection, fire suppression system, CCTV for 
security purposes, GPS based passenger information 
display, call-bell integrated with berth reading light, 
digital destination boards, integrated Braille display, e-
leather as improved upholstery, redesigned backrest, LED 
TV with touch control for each passenger with recorded 
content and can be upgraded to live TV, USB charging 
facility, magazines, tea and coffee vending machines, 
snack tables, local cuisine and celebrity chef menu. 
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4. The first solar powered 6 coach DEMU formation is 
inaugurated to run between Sarai Rohilla in Delhi to 
Farukh Nagar in Haryana. By introduction of this 
technology, it reduces 239 tonnes of carbon-dioxide 
emissions annually by saving approximately 90,800 litres 
of diesel per rake. 

5. 5 rail lengths i.e., 65m as per IRSEM. 
6. Universal Failsafe Block Interface block instrument. 
7. 30 minutes and 45 minutes respectively. 
8. 08.00 to 16.00 hours. 
9. Rs. 8 lakhs / 8 lakhs / Rs.64,000 to 7,20,000/- 

respectively. 
10. Any new work alteration or reconstruction not affecting 

running lines, any work which do not interfere with the 
existing signaling and interlocking, works necessitated 
by accidents, etc., 

 
**** 
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Sub: Launching of one month long safety drive from 

24.4.2017 to 23.5.2017. 
Ref: CSO/SC letter No. Safety. 387/SD/Vol. VII dated 

24.4.2017. 
 

 During the national Railway Week Awards function at 
Raipur on 22.4.2017, Hon’ble MR has directed to launch a one-
month long safety drive from 24.4.2017 to 23.5.2017 on safety, 
punctuality and cleanliness of coaches. 
 

 Action Plan on safety for the five Departments viz; 
Engineering, Electrical, Operating, Mechanical and S&T was 
communicated to the Divisions by the respective PHODs. 
However, the action plan for safety for all the Departments was 
compiled and sent for launching the drive. 
 

 Daily progress on the action plan for all the Departments 
was compiled by Sr.DSO and sent to this Office in the prescribed 
format on daily basis for onward submission to Railway Board. A 
daily report on the drive was submitted to Railway Board. 
 

CSO/SC 

Section “G”  
Safety drives launched 
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Summarised Report on Drive on Action plan for safety 
from 24.4.2017 to 23.5.2017 

Engineering Dept. 
1. Attention to SEJs including recoupment of missing fittings: 

Scope Cumulative  progress 
4040 3999 

2 (a). Attention to points and crossings including recoupment of 
missing fittings  

Scope Cumulative  progress 

5445 5174 

2 (b).Reconditioning/Renewal of Tongue rails/crossings on running 
lines: 

Scope Cumulative  progress 

560 495 
3. USFD Testing  of Tongue rails, if not done in last one year: 

Scope Cumulative  progress 

142 116 
4. Replacement of missing fittings on approach of major/important  
bridges. 

Scope Cumulative  progress 
772         754 
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5. Counselling of Gatekeepers regarding Gate Working Rules: 
No. of 
Gatemen 

Cumulative  progress 

2423 2487 
 
Electrical Dept. 
A. Loco Power Officers, LIs and running staff : 

 

S. 
No. 

Type of check 
done 

No. of 
checks 
done 

No. of 
defaulters/ 

irregularities 
noticed 

Action 
taken 

1 Fetch-all option 
in CMS 

203 2 System 
error 

2 Speed Gun checks 1703 Nil -- 
3 SPM analysis – 

BFT/BPT 
6351 7 Councelled

/ taken up 
4 Ambush check of 

CUG phones 
3993 1 ALP is 

warned 
5 LIs Footplate in 

Wee hours 
777 14  Advised 

concerned 
depts  

6 Ambush check by 
LIs with portable 
BA eqpt. 

1528 1 LP taken 
up. 

7 Shunting 
precautions 

1036 6 LP & Dy.SS 
councelled 
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B.  Electric Conventional locos 
No. of locos 
super 
checked 

Checked by Deficiencies 
noticed 

Action taken 

    161 Officers & Sr.Sup   182 Got attended 
C. 3-Phase Electric Locomotives. 
 No. of locos 
super 
checked 

Checked by Deficiencies 
noticed 

Action taken 

          58 Officers & Sr.Sup          40 Got attended 

D. DIESEL LOCOS 
No. of Locos 
super 
checked 

Checked by No. of Irregularity 
found 

Action taken 

8 VCD working 1483 3 VCD 
isolated. 
Advised 

shed. 
9 Use of Walkie 

talkie 
1300 1 Shg staff 

councelled 
10 Ensuring of 

proper coupling 
1190 1 Got 

attended 
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    355 Officers & Sr.Sup                544  Got attended 

E.  Safety items of TL & AC coaching stock  

SG Coaches: 
 

S.No. Equipment Coaches 
checked 

Deficiencies Action taken 

1. Correct 
rating of HRC 
fuses 

8295 10 HRC fuse 
replaced 

2. Suspension 
arrangement 
of Battery 
box. 

8295 1 Battery box 
door attended 

3. Suspension 
arrangement 
of Alternator. 

8295 2 1. Alternator 
replaced 

2.Suspension 
pin & anti 

rotating clamp 
replaced 

4. Suspension 
arrangement 
of Under 
slung 
inverters. 

8295 5 Got attended 
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5. Cut-in / cut-
off of AC 
plant. 

1028 1 Damaged 
communication 
cable replaced 

6. Earth leakage 
test. 

1028 6 -ve earth 
removed  

7. Setting of 
OVP. 

8295 3 Defective OVPs 
replaced 

 
EOG Coaches and Power cars: 
 

S.No. Equipment 
No. of 
coaches/power 
cars checked 

Deficiencies Action 
taken 

1. Correct rating 
of HRC fuses 

599 -- -- 

2. Suspension 
arrangement 
of 
Transformer. 

599 -- -- 

3. Suspension 
arrangement 
of fuel tanks. 

599 -- -- 

4. Suspension 
arrangement 
of Battery box. 

599 -- -- 

5. Earth leakage 599 -- -- 
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test. 
6. Operation of 

safety relay / 
equipment in 
power car. 

599 -- -- 

7. Diesel engine 
and alternator.  

599 -- -- 

 
OPERATING DEPT. 

     1. Attention of deficiencies observed by signal sighting 
committee:  

No. of deficiencies  Attended   --   15 
2. OTHER ITEMS 
Sl. 
No. 

Area of 
inspectio
n 

No. of 
inspectio
ns. 

No. of 
irregularities  

Action taken 

I. Station/ 
Cabin 

932 264 Got attended 

II. Yards & 
Sidings 

206 17   Got attended 

III. LC gates 571 138   Got attended 
IV BV /SLR 399 35 Got attended 
V Crew 

Lobby 
92 6 Got attended  
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VI Foot Plate 
Inspectio
ns 

450 45 Got attended  

VII Discrepa
ncy in 
SWR and 
action 
taken 

13 10 
 

Got attended  

3.  No. of cases of route cancellations : 447 
Mechanical Dept. 

1. Safety Audit of Primary Maintenance Depot & sick lines. - 30 
2. Extensive checking of safety fittings and undergear items of 

PM coaching rakes. 
No. of 
Rakes 

Inspected 
by  

Deficiencies 
observed 

Action 
Taken 

     604 Officers & 
Sr. Sup 

      824     Got 
attended 

3.   Extensive checking of safety fittings and undergear items of 
CC rakes. 

No. of 
Rakes 

Inspected 
by  

Deficiencies 
observed 

Action 
Taken 

Target 

      293 Officers & 
Sr.Sup 

      356  Got 
attended 

   --- 
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4. Functioning of WSP in LHB coaches: 181  rakes. All working. 
5.  Availability of earthing brush in axle box. – 198 rakes 

S&T Dept: 

 
 

2.  Signal  defects/deficiencies/anomalies noted through crew 
lobbies 

No. of 
Deficienci

es  

No. of 
Compliances  

Balance as 
on date 

Average time in 
taking 

compliance per 
deficiency  

480 477      3            1.1hrs 
 

3.  Issuance / Acceptance of Disconnections / Reconnections 
    

Maintenance Spl 
Works Failures NI work Total 

6286 1210 291 443 7830 
 

4. Use of Data logger Data      

1.Joint Attention of Points/Crossings & Track Circuits based 
on Joint Inspection 

No. of Deficiencies 
noted No. of Compliances Balance 

887 757 132 
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Number of Data Logger Report  

Signal Incidence 
Analysis 

Predictive 
Maintenance 

Unusual 
Incidence Total 

375 748 2 1125 
 

5. Mean time taken for rectification of Signal Incidences 
(Punctuality Incidents) 
No. of Punctuality 

incidences 
Average time taken in rectification 

per Punctuality Incidence 

56 2.4 min 

 

**** 
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 Since the beginning of this financial year i.e., 2017 - 18, as 

many as 17 accidents & unusual incidents have taken place 
on this Railway when compared to 10 in the previous 
financial year for the same period i.e., April to June which is 
on high. 

 During the month of April, there were 4 derailments and one 
SPAD case.  

 For the month of May, there was one fire incidence in diesel 
traction, 2 SPAD cases and 5 derailments.  

 For the month of June, 2017, there are 4 derailments. 
 In regard to the safety performance of Divisions, accidents / 

unusual incidences in BZA Division – 5, GNT – 1, GTL – 3, 
HYB – 2, NED – 1 and SC – 5. 

 In one of the yard collision in RDM station Siding (GDK), one 
Guard was killed. 

 Two mid-section derailments that took place during this 
quarter (one in SC Division and another in HYB Division) 
were due to ‘failure of other than Railway Staff’ i.e., the 
derailment of Passenger train AWB – HYB in SC Division 
between KCP -  BHLK stations was due to ‘tampering of track 

Section “H”  
Accident Statistics  
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by unknown persons’ and the derailment of Holiday Special 
near SVN station was due to ‘obstruction on railway track’. 

 Out of 17 accidents that took place during this quarter, 11 
cases are due to ‘human failures’ which is 65% and needs 
close monitoring the working of field Officials. 

**** 


